STOCKHOLM

Above picture showing hinged door option with cycle hoops

STOCKHOLM TIMBER CLAD SLIDING DOOR CYCLE COMPOUND

Blends seemlessly into all situations

Optional Perspex Sliding access door for space saving

Semi vertical bike rack option

Our ELK Stockholm cycle shelter creates a modern yet natural look
and feel to your environment. The wooden exterior makes this bike
shelter an ideal choice for those of you looking for an environmentally
sustainable cycle parking option. The shelter can also be used as a
pram shelter or a parent waiting shelter. Our wooden Cycle shelters are
made by us in our factory to order so if you have a preference for a
particular type of wood, let us know. The shelter is fabricated from mild
steel and is supplied hot dipped galvanised, but can also be polyester
powder coated to RAL colour of your choice, or a combination of both
for extra durability

SIZE

CAPACITY

CLADDING

EXTRAS

RACKS

4 x 2.3

10

Clear PET

Helmet lockers

Toast rack

6 x 2.3

15

Opal PET

Adjustable feet

Integral bike rack

8 x 2.3

20

Lighting

Sheffield stands

12 x 2.3

30

Scooter rack

Free no obligation quotation

Should you require any further information on colours or
other general enquiries please call the sales line or
send us a quick email, or visit the website.

www.elk-urban.com

Bespoke colour choice now available
to any RAL colour
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STOCKHOLM
TECHNICAL DRAWING
Typical Layout for 6M X 2.3M option with sliding doors
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Semi Vertical cycle racks

Typical Base Layout
2800
2300

Cycle shelter footprint

5000

100

16 no. semi-vertical cycle stands

Concrete base
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